Chapter 6

Olfactory and Haptic Crossmodal
Perception in a Visual Recognition Task
S. Invitto, A. Calcagnì, M. de Tommaso and Anna Esposito

Abstract Olfactory perception is affected by cross-modal interactions between
different senses. However, although the effect of cross-modal interactions for smell
have been well investigated, little attention has been paid to the facilitation expressed
by haptic interactions with a manipulation of the odorous object’s shape. The aim of
this research is to investigate whether there is a cortical modulation in a visual recognition task if the stimulus is processed through an odorous cross-modal pathway or
by haptic manipulation, and how these interactions may have an influence on early
visual-recognition patterns. Ten healthy non-smoking subjects (25 years ± 5 years)
were trained to have a haptic manipulation of 3-D models and olfactory stimulation.
Subsequently, a visual recognition task was performed during an electroencephalography recording to investigate the P3 Event Related Potentials components. The
subjects had to respond on the keyboard according to their subjective predominant
recognition (olfactory or haptic). The effects of haptic and olfactory condition were
assessed via linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) of the lme4 package. This model
allows for the variance related to random factors to be controlled without any data
aggregation. The main results highlighted that P3 increased in the olfactory crossmodal condition, with a significant two-way interaction between odor and left-sided
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lateralization. Furthermore, our results could be interpreted according to ventral and
dorsal pathways as favorite ways to olfactory crossmodal perception.
Keywords Olfactory perception · Cross-modal perception · Haptic stimulation
3D shapes · Smell · P3

6.1 Introduction
The connectivity of brain sensory areas with other sensory modalities allows the integration of olfactory information with other sensory channels, which is the origination
of multisensory and cross-modal perceptions [9, 15, 16].
The mechanisms by which different smells cause different brain responses have
been described by the olfactory map model [7]. Olfactory receptors respond differently and systematically to the molecular features of odors. These features are
encoded by neural activity patterns in the glomerular layer, which seem to create
images representing odors. Such olfactory images play a role in the representation
of perceived odors. The odor images are processed successively by microcircuits to
provide the basis for the detection and discrimination of smells. The odor images,
combined with taste, vision, hearing, and motor manipulation, provide the basis
for the perception of flavors [26]. Such a complex reality reflects the need for the
brain to develop strategies to quickly and effectively codify different sensorial inputs
originating from different sensorial modalities.
Evidence of cross-modal activation in the olfactory system is highlighted by
observing olfactory clinical dysfunctions, for example, anosmia. The most common symptom of anosmia is an interference with feeding; anosmic patients are not
able to regularly detect the taste and smell of foods. In these cases, the patient may
favor other senses.
The smell of food seems to be affected by tactile perception in young subjects and
by visual impact in elderly subjects [18]. Experimental evidence investigating the
cross-modal association between taste and vision showed that pleasant and unpleasant tastes are associated with round and angular shapes, respectively [9, 19].
Emotion-based information processing involves specific regions of the brain
(insula and amygdala) that interact with the olfactory system. The amygdala then
modulates the perception of facial expressions that describe specific emotional states.
In fact, emotional face recognition is not merely a visual mechanism because it works
through the integration of different multisensorial information (that is, voice, posture, social situations, and odors). In particular, the olfactory system appears highly
involved in processing information about social interactions [16].
Although a large body of research exists on cross-modal interactions between
olfaction and other senses, it has only been in the last decade that there has been a
rise in the number of studies investigating the nature of multisensorial interactions
between olfaction and touch. Results from our search of the literature highlighted that
olfactory perception could modulate haptic perception in terms of different tactile
dimensions, such as texture and temperature [5, 6]. Recent findings have shown that
haptic and visual recognition are influenced in the same way by the orientation and
size of objects [4].
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A relevant role in cross-modal interaction is played by a subject’s bias, either in
naming or representing odors in mental imagery, even when not expressly required
by the task. However, little attention has been paid to the facilitating role played by
haptic interaction when manipulating the shape of an ‘odorous’ object.
The aim of the present research is to investigate whether there is cortical modulation during a visual recognition task if the stimulus, which represents a odorous
object, is processed by an odorous cross-modal pathway or by haptic manipulation, and how these interactions may have an influence on early visual-recognition
patterns. We investigate crossmodal perception through P3 Event Related Potential
(ERP). P3 is an ERP component that we can be elicited through an odd ball task in an
electroencephalic recording [17, 25]. Furthermore, P3 could be elicited in Olfactory
task [20–22]. Moreover, although P3 is a non-specific component for the selection
of shape patterns, it is a very sensitive component in the processing capacity [13],
therefore the most suitable for this cross-modal protocol.

6.2 Method
6.2.1 Participants
Ten healthy non-smoking subjects (25 years ± 5 years) were recruited from the student population at the University of Salento to participate in the study. All subjects
had normal smelling abilities and with normal vision. There were no reported current
or past psychopathologies, neurological illnesses, or substance abuse problems.
Participants were instructed to not use perfume or drink coffee on the day of
the test. Event-Related Potentials recording sessions were scheduled between 9 and
5 p.m. Each session had a duration of 1 h.
The experimental protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of ASL (Local
Health Company) of Lecce, and informed consent was obtained from participants
according to the Helsinki Declaration.

6.2.2 Stimuli and Procedure
We arranged an experiment of olfactory stimulation by analyzing visual ERPs after
a training of cross-modal haptic and olfactory interaction with nine diluted odorants
and three-dimensional (3-D) shapes (Fig. 6.1). The smells were selected from five
representative types of categorical spatial dimensions [12]. Six odors were presented
in Cross-modal olfactory and haptic condition (i.e., Lemon, Cinnamon, Mushrooms,
Banana, Grass, Eucalyptol) were presented in olfactory crossmodal haptic mode,
5 odors were presented in olfactory condition (i.e., mint, Rose, Geraniol, Almond,
Flowers) and 27 odors were presented for the olfactory visual condition (e.g., Apple,
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Fig. 6.1 Example of three-dimensional haptic shapes printed for the experiment

Fig. 6.2 Example of the Go/No-Go Task presented during the experiment. The instructions were:
“Please, press the left-hand side button if your predominant recognition of the stimulus has been
encoded through olfactory stimulation and the right-hand side button if it has been encoded through
haptic stimulation”

Chocolate, Potato, Salt, Garlic, fishing, vanilla, strawberries, rice, salt, pasta, poop,
Lemon, Cinnamon, Mushrooms, Banana, Grass, Eucalyptol, Mint, Rose, Geraniol,
Almond, Flowers and so on).
Subjects were trained to have haptic manipulation of 3-D models (which were
created using the 3-D Blender 2.74 platform) and olfactory stimulation in a black
case through an olfactory stimulation device [11]. Stimulations were presented in a
blind modality (the subject didn’t have any visual information about the odorant or
about the shapes). Each stimulation had a duration of 1000 ms.
After the training, subjects had to perform a computer-based visual recognition
task. During the task, two-dimensional (2D) visual stimuli (a repertoire of images that
represented edible and scented substances) were presented to the subjects. The images
of the Go/No-Go Task were presented using the software ePrime 2.0 (Fig. 6.2). During
the Go/No-Go Task, the interstimulus interval (ISI) had a duration of 1000 ms, the
stimulus presentation had a duration of 1000 ms, and the stimulus-onset asynchrony
(SOA) had a duration of 2000 ms. An EEG recording (64-channel actiCHamp, Brain
Products) was made during the task for each subject.
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During the 2-D session, the subjects were tasked with pressing a button on the
left-hand side of the keyboard if the predominant recognition of the stimulus had
been encoded through olfactory modality and a button on the right-hand side of the
keyboard if the predominant recognition of the stimulus has been encoded in haptic
modality. After the Go/No-Go Task a Visual Analogic Scale (VAS) was administrated
to the subjects to investigate the pleasantness, the level of arousal and the familiarity
of the different conditions.

6.3 Data Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) and
the lme4 package [2], which were available through the R Project for Statistical
Computing program (version 3.1.1). Unlike traditional analyses of repeated measures, LMMs allow for analyses of unbalanced datasets and simultaneous estimation
of group (fixed) and individual (random) effects [23] without averaging across trials.
These kinds of statistical models are becoming popular in psychophysiology over
the last decades [28]. In the current study, separate LMMs were run to evaluate the
effect of the conditions (odor and haptic vs. visual condition) and lateralization (left,
median, right) on amplitude and latency of the P3 ERP components. In each model,
we considered the condition and the lateralization as fixed effects, and participant
variability was coded as a random effect. The interaction between the condition and
the lateralization was also checked. Results are described by assessing fixed effects in
terms of beta coefficients of regressors (βs), standard errors (SEs), and t-values (T s).
Due to the distributional characteristics of the variables used in this study, models
were estimated using the DAS-robust algorithm and implemented using the rlmer
function in the R package [14]. In the context of robust-LMMs, significant effects
were detected using the decision rule | t | > 2.0 because there were no common ways
to compute degrees of freedom and, relatedly, p-values of regressors [1].

6.4 Results
Behavioural Results: Descriptive statistics values of VAS dimensions are described
in Table 6.1. Table 6.1 indicates that crossmodal condition is valued as more pleasant,
more arousing and more familiar than Visual condition.
During the Go/No-Go task the subjects respond with the same proportion to their
stimulus encoding (51% olfactory encoding; 49% haptic encoding) (Fig. 6.3).
Descriptive value of Reaction Time Response (RTR) indicated a faster mean
RTR in Olfactory Encoding (909.43 ms; SD  39.30) than in Haptic Encoding
(1046.84 ms; SD  71.32) (Fig. 6.4).
Psychophysiological Results: Table 6.2 shows results for the Amplitude component of P3. They revealed a significant effect of Condition (χ22  79.27, p < .001),
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statistics of VAS dimensions:
mean values and standard
deviations
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Pleasantness

Haptic and odor
condition
3.37 (1.41)

Visual condition
2.60 (1.68)

Arousing

3.69 (1.12)

3.40 (0.51)

Familiar

4.35 (0.78)

3.20 (1.20)

Fig. 6.3 Proportion of predominant encoding during the Go/No-Go task

Fig. 6.4 Behavioral reaction time response during the Go/No-Go task

Lateralization (χ21  5.99, p  .01), and Localization (χ24  61.04, p < .001) as
well as a significant interaction of Condition × Localization (χ28  20.89, p 
.002) on P3 Amplitude. Particularly, a more positive P3 waveform was observed
in the Smell-condition (B  1.84, t1289  2.05, p  .03), in the left-side lateralization
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Fig. 6.5 Left comparison: cross-modal smell condition (red line); haptic condition (blue line);
visual condition (black line)

(B  2.22, t1287  2.59, p  .009) (Fig. 6.5), and in the Parietal area (B  2.35, t1287
 2.29, p  .02) (Fig. 6.6). Moreover, positive waveforms of P3 were also found in
the Central area during Haptic manipulation (B  2.80, t1287  2.18, p  .02) (see
Loreta source reconstruction for Haptic Condition Fig. 6.7). Similarly, the left-side
Temporal region over the Smell condition revealed a positive P3 Amplitude (B 
5.30, t1289  2.99, p  .002) (see Loreta source reconstruction for Smell Condition
Fig. 6.8) respect Visual Condition (Fig. 6.9).
Table 6.3 shows instead results for the Latency component of P3. Significant
effects were found for Condition (χ22  21.28, p < .001), Localization (χ24  48.80,
p < .001), and for the interaction Localization × Lateralization (χ24  12.27, p 
.01). Particularly, latency increased in the Left-side lateralization (B  21.79, t1812
 3.28, p  .001) as well as in Central (B  42.39, t1287  5.83, p < .001), Occipital
(B  27.19, t1287  3.17, p  .001), Parietal (B  30.95, t1287  3.97, p < .001), and
Temporal (B  15.75, t1287  2.37, p  .01) areas. On the contrary, latency decreased
in the Central area during Haptic manipulation (B  −27.24, t1812  −2.65, p  .008)
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Table 6.2 Results of linear mixed-effects model: fixed effects for manipulation, lateralization, and
localization on amplitude (P3)
χ2 (df)
Baseline
Condition

t

0.264(0.902)

0.293

1.8480.8979)

2.059*

79.27(2)***

Smell versus non-smell

−0.514(0.8831) −0.583

Haptic versus non-smell
Lateralization

B(SE)

5.99(1)*

Left-side versus right-side

2.224(0.857)

2.595**

Central (C)

1.417(0.9033)

1.569

Occipital (O)

1.172(1.1593)

1.011

Parietal (P)

2.3596(1.0285)

2.294*

Temporal (T)

0.913(0.8578)

1.065

Localization

Condition × Lateralization

61.04(4)***

0.09(2)

Smell × Left-side

−2.298(1.2349) −1.862

Haptic × Left-side

−1.417(1.2425) −1.141

Condition × Localization

20.89(8)**

Smell × Central (C)

2.001(1.3309)

1.504

Haptic × Central (C)

2.805(1.2869)

2.180*

Smell × Occipital (O)

0.272(1.748)

0.156

Haptic × Occipital (O)

0.699(1.6856)

0.415

Smell × Parietal (P)

2.114(1.55)

1.364

Haptic × Parietal (P)

1.584(1.483)

1.068

Smell × Temporal (T)

0.142(1.2549)

0.114

Haptic × Temporal (T)
Lateralization × Localization

−0.137
5.82(4)

Left-side versus Central (C)

−1.837(1.2369) −1.485

Left-side versus Occipital (O)

−2.206(1.6561) −1.332

Left-side versus Parietal (P)

−2.633(1.4274) −1.845

Left-side versus Temporal (T)

−2.136(1.1984) −1.783

Condition × Lateralization × Localization 14.68(8)
Smell × Left-side × Central (C)

2.336(1.8143)

Haptic × Left-side × Central (C)

0.403(1.7743)

0.227

Smell × Left-side × Occipital (O)

2.506(2.5448)

0.985

Haptic × Left-side × Occipital (O)

1.383(2.4531)

0.564

Smell × Left-side × Parietal (P)

2.028(2.1456)

0.945

Haptic × Left-side × Parietal (P)

2.586(2.0715)

1.248

1.288

(continued)
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Table 6.2 (continued)
χ2 (df)

B(SE)

t

Smell × Left-side × Temporal (T)

5.302(1.7715)

2.993**

Haptic × Left-side × Temporal (T)

2.689(1.7658)

1.523

Notes
Subjects were treated as random effects, degrees of freedom of the model were calculated with
the Satterthwaite approximation. Reference levels for contrasts: Non-smell (Condition), Frontal
(Localization), Right-side (Lateralization). Values of χ2 are computed with the type-II Wald test.
Nobs  1324, Ngroups  12, ICCgroups  0.15
* p < .05 ** p < .01 *** p < .001

Fig. 6.6 Parietal left comparison: cross-modal smell condition (blue line); haptic condition (black
line); visual condition (green line)

and in left-side of Central (B  −24.20, t1812  2.41, p  .01), Occipital (B  −32.43,
t1812  −2.67, p  .007), and Parietal (B  −22.98, t1812  2.10, p  .03).
This Areas is involved in different aspects of memory than the medial temporal
lobes Retrograd memory.
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Table 6.3 Results of linear mixed-effects model: fixed effects for manipulation, lateralization, and
localization on Latency (P3)
χ2 (df)
Baseline
Condition
Haptic versus non-smell

271.274(6.369)

42.594

11.551(6.794)

1.700

6.714(6.636)

1.012

21.798(6.636)

3.285**

0.871(1)

Left-side versus right-side
Localization

t

21.271(2)***

Smell versus non-smell
Lateralization

B(SE)

48.803(4)***

Central (C)

42.393(7.269)

5.832***

Occipital (O)

27.198(8.567)

3.175**

Parietal (P)

30.955(7.781)

3.978***

Temporal (T)

15.750(6.636)

2.374*

Condition × Lateralization

1.683(2)

Smell × Left-side

−15.733(9.595) −1.640

Haptic × Left-side

−10.131(9.384) −1.080

Condition × Localization

13.540(8)

Smell × Central (C)

−17.445(10.511) −1.660*

Haptic × Central (C)

−27.248(10.280) −2.651**

Smell × Occipital (O)

−13.826(12.387) −1.116

Haptic × Occipital (O)

−22.298(12.115) −1.840

Smell × Parietal (P)

−9.894(11.251) −0.879

Haptic × Parietal (P)

−15.464(11.004) −1.405

Smell × Temporal (T)

1.406(9.595)

0.147

Haptic × Temporal (T)

−8.786(9.384)

−0.936

Lateralization × Localization

12.278(4)*

Left-side versus Central (C)

−24.200(10.027) −2.413*

Left-side versus Occipital (O)

−32.437(12.115) −2.677**

Left-side versus Parietal (P)

−22.985(11.004) −2.089*
−16.143(9.384) −1.720

Left-side versus Temporal (T)
Condition × Lateralization ×
Localization
Smell × Left-side × Central (C)

5.150(8)
13.984(14.499)

0.964

6.580(14.193)

0.464

Smell × Left-side × Occipital (O)

33.766(17.519)

1.927

Haptic × Left-side × Occipital (O)

24.437(17.133)

1.426

Smell × Left-side × Parietal (P)

15.966(15.912)

1.003

Haptic × Left-side × Parietal (P)

8.173(15.562)

0.525

Smell × Left-side × Temporal (T)

2.220(13.560)

0.164

Haptic × Left-side × Temporal (T)

0.071(13.271)

0.005

Haptic × Left-side × Central (C)
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Fig. 6.7 Loreta Haptic condition. Brodmann area 44—this area involves the premotor functions

6.5 Discussion
The present research results highlight changes in the P3 ERP components. P3 is a
perceptual and cognitive component of ERPs, that is related to stimulus detection.
P3 is recorded in relation to familiar, but infrequent stimuli [24, 27]. ERP variations are evident in the odorous state and in the manipulation condition. In fact,
as shown in Fig. 6.3, the condition of simply visual recognition in this paradigm
does not produce an obvious P3 component, which is in fact considerably elicited
in the odorous condition. The Odorous and Haptic condition is lateralized in the left
hemisphere, particularly in the occipital, temporal, and parietal areas, which can be
defined as ‘occipital–temporal–parietal streams’. In addition to being particularly
relevant because it is located in the left hemisphere, this area is where the “semantic” function of language and categorical perception reside [10]. These findings could
also suggest a dorsal pathway on the visual path of localization known as ‘how to do’
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Fig. 6.8 Loreta smell condition: Brodmann area 19, that is activated by somatorosensory stimuli

[3, 8]. In this case, we could connect haptic and olfactory manipulation to the dorsal
pathway (for example, “I smell and I manipulate a shape and, thus, I create imagery
of haptic action”). Furthermore, we could, in part, link the visual condition to the
‘ventral’ pathway (that is, temporal and occipital locations), which is linked more to
the representation of the imagery of the smelled object and which is then recognized
in a visual mode Globally, we could interpret these results on the two components
just as a predominant olfactory encoding in the crossmodal task, which is evident in
the P3 ERP. Moreover, the activation, for the olfactory encoding component, of the
Brodmann Area 19 (Fig. 6.8), area connected to somatorosensory stimuli and to the
retrograde memory, seems particularly interesting. This seems to be precisely the key
to understanding the greater amplitude and lateralization found in olfactory modality.
The arousal in this case could be due to a greater stimulus processing that requires
greater memory resources, and which allows on the one hand a wider potential, on
the other hand, wider behavioral reaction times.
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Fig. 6.9 Loreta non smell condition: Brodmann area 39. This area is involved in semantic memory
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